A net (x α ) in an f -algebra E is called multiplicative order convergent to x ∈ E if |x α − x|u o − → 0 for all u ∈ E + . This convergence has been investigated and applied in a recent paper by Aydın [4] . In this paper, we study a variation of this convergence for Banach lattice f -algebras. A net (x α ) in a Banach lattice f -algebra E is said to be multiplicative norm convergent to x ∈ E if ||x α − x|u → 0 for each u ∈ E + . We study on this concept and investigate its relationship with the other convergences, and also we introduce the mn-topology Banach lattice f -algebras.
A vector lattice E is called Archimedean whenever 1 n x ↓ 0 holds in E for each x ∈ E + . Every Archimedean f -algebra is commutative; see Theorem 140.10 [13] . Assume E is an Archimedean f -algebra with a multiplicative unit vector e. Then, by applying Theorem 142.1(v) [13] , in view of e = ee = e 2 ≥ 0, it can be seen that e is a positive vector. On the other hand, since e ∧ x = 0 implies x = x ∧ x = (xe) ∧ x = 0, it follows that e is a weak order unit. In this article, unless otherwise, all vector lattices are assumed to be real and Archimedean, and so f -algebras are commutative.
Recall that a net (x α ) in an f -algebra E is called multiplicative order convergent (or shortly, mo-convergent) to x ∈ E if |x α − x|u o − → 0 for all u ∈ E + . Also, it is called moCauchy if the net (x α − x α ′ ) (α,α ′ )∈A×A mo-converges to zero. E is called mo-complete if every mo-Cauchy net in E is mo-convergent, and is called mo-continuous if x α o − → 0 implies x α mo − − → 0; see for detail information [4] . On the other hand, a net (x α ) in a Banach lattice E is unbounded norm convergent (or un-convergent) to x ∈ E if ||x α − x| ∧ u → 0 for all u ∈ E + ; see [11] . We routinely use the following fact: y ≤ x implies uy ≤ ux for all positive elements u in f -algebras. Moreover, an f -algebra E which is at the same time a Banach lattice is called a Banach lattice f -algebra whenever |xy ≤ x y holds for all x, y ∈ E. Motivated from above definitions, we give the following notion. Definition 1.1. A net (x α ) in a Banach lattice f -algebra E is said to be multiplicative norm convergent (or shortly, mn-convergent) to x ∈ E if ||x α − x|u → 0 for all u ∈ E + . Abbreviated as x α mn − − → x. If the condition holds only for sequences then it is called sequentially mn-convergence.
Remark 1.2.
(i) For a net (x α ) in a Banach lattice f -algebra E, x α mn − − → x implies x α y mn − − → xy for all y ∈ E because of |x α y − xy|u = |x α − x||y|u for all u ∈ E + . The converse holds true in Banach lattice f -algebras with the multiplication unit. Indeed, assume x α y mn − − → xy for each y ∈ E. Fix u ∈ E + . So, |x α − x|u = |x α e − xe|u mn − − → 0.
(ii) In Banach lattice f -algebras, the norm convergence implies the mn-convergence.
Indeed, by considering the inequality |x α −x|u ≤ x α −x u for any net x α mn − − → x, we can get the desired result.
(iii) If a net (x α ) is order Cauchy and x α mn − − → x in a Banach lattice f -algebra then we have x α mo − − → x. Indeed, since order Cauchy norm convergent net is order convergent to its norm limit, we can get the desired result.
(iv) In order continuous Banach lattice f -algebras, both the (sequentially) order convergence and the (sequentially) mo-convergence imply the (sequentially) mn-convergence.
(v) In atomic and order continuous Banach lattice f -algebras, a sequence which is order bounded and mn-convergent to zero is sequentially mo-convergent to zero; see Lemma 5.1 [6] .
(vi) For an mn-convergent to zero sequence (x n ) in a Banach lattice f -algebra, there is a subsequence (x n k ) which sequentially mo-converges to zero; see Lemma 3.11 [7] . Example 1.3. Let E be a Banach lattice. Fix an element x ∈ E. Then the principal ideal I x = {y ∈ E : ∃λ > 0 with |y| ≤ λx}, generated by x in E under the norm · ∞ which is defined by y ∞ = inf{λ > 0 : |y| ≤ λx}, is an AM -space; see Theorem 4.21 [2] .
Recall that a vector e > 0 is called order unit whenever for each x there exists some λ > 0 with |x| ≤ λe. Thus, we have (I x , · ∞ ) is AM -space with the unit |x|. Since every AM -space with unit, besides being a Banach lattice, has also an f -algebra structure. So, we can say that (I x , · ∞ ) is a Banach lattice f -algebra. Therefore, for a net (x α ) in I x and y ∈ I x , by applying Corollary 4.4 [2] , we get x α mn − − → y in the original norm of E on I x iff x α mn − − → y in the norm · ∞ . In particular, take x as the unit element e of E. Then we have E e = E. Thus, for a net (x α ) in E, we have
Main Results
We begin the section with the next list of properties of mn-convergence which follows directly from the inequalities |x − y| ≤ |x − x α | + |x α − y| and ||x α | − |x|| ≤ |x α − x|.
Lemma 2.1. Let (x α ) and (y α ) be two nets in a Banach lattice f -algebra E. Then the following holds true: 
for all α ≥ α 0 and β ≥ β 0 and for every u ∈ E + . That is, (
The following proposition is similar to Proposition 2.7 [4] , and so we omit its proof.
Proposition 2.3. Let E be a Banach lattice f -algebra, B be a projection band of E and P B be the corresponding band projection. Then
A positive vector e in a normed vector lattice E is called quasi-interior point iff x − x ∧ ne → 0 for each x ∈ E + . If (x α ) is a net in a vector lattice with a weak unit e then x α uo − → 0 iff |x α | ∧ e o − → 0; see Lemma 3.5 [8] , and for quasi-interior point case; see Lemma 2.11 [6] . Analogously, we show the next result.
Proposition 2.4. Let 0 ≤ (x α ) α∈A ↓ be a net in a Banach lattice f -algebra E with a quasi-interior point e. Then x α mn − − → 0 iff (x α e) norm converges to zero.
Proof. The forward implication is immediate because of e ∈ E + . For the converse implication, fix a positive vector u ∈ E + and ε > 0. Thus, for a fixed index α 1 , we have
for all α ≥ α 1 and each n ∈ N. Hence, we get
for every α ≥ α 1 and each n ∈ N. So, we can find n such that u − u ∧ ne < ε 2 xα 1 because e is a quasi-interior point. On the other hand, it follows from x α e · − − → 0 that there exists an index α 2 such that x α e < ε 2n whenever α ≥ α 2 . Since index set A is directed set, there exists another index α 0 ∈ A such that α 0 ≥ α 1 and α 0 ≥ α 2 . Therefore, we get x α u < x α 0 ε 2 xα 0 + n ε 2n = ε, and so x α u → 0. Remark 2.5. A positive and decreasing net (x α ) in an order continuous Banach lattice f -algebra E with weak unit e is mn-convergent to zero iff x α e · − − → 0. Indeed, it is known that e is a weak unit iff e is a quasi-interior point in an order continuous Banach lattice. Thus, by applying Proposition 2.4, we can get the desired result. Proposition 2.6. Let (x α ) be a net in a Banach lattice f -algebra E. Then we have that
Proof. (i) Assume (x α ) consists of non-zero elements and mn-converges to x ∈ E. Then, by Proposition 2.2, we have x α = x + α mn − − → x + = 0. Therefore, we get x ∈ E + .
(ii) For order convergence of (x α ), it is enough to show that x α ↑ and
Therefore, x ≥ x α for the index α. Since α is arbitrary, x is an upper bound of (x α ). Assume y is another upper bound of (x α ), i.e.,
(ii) Y is a projection band in E;
It is known that every Archimedean vector lattice has a unique order completion; see Theorem 2.24 [2] . Theorem 2.8. Let E and E δ be Banach lattice f -algebras with E δ being order completion of E. Then, for a sequence (x n ) in E, the followings hold true:
by the standard fact in Exercise 13 [1, p.25] , there exists a subsequence (x n k ) of (x n ) such that (|x n k |u v ) order converges to zero in E. Thus, |x n k |u v o − → 0 in E δ ; see Corollary 2.9 [8] . Then it follows from the inequality |x n k |v ≤ |x n k |u v that we have |x n k |v
For the converse, put x n mn − − → 0 in E δ . Then, for all u ∈ E δ + , we have |x n |u · − − → 0 in E δ . In particular, for all w ∈ E + , |x n |w → 0 in E δ . Fix w ∈ E + . Then, again by the standard fact in Exercise 13 [1, p.25], we have a subsequence (x n k ) of (x n ) such that (x n k ) is order convergent to zero in E δ . Thus, by Corollary 2.9 [8] , we see |x n k |w o − → 0 in E. As a result, since w is arbitrary, x n k mo − − → 0 in E.
Recall that a subset A in a normed lattice (E, |· ) is said to be almost order bounded if, for any ǫ > 0, there is u ǫ ∈ E + such that |(|x| − u ǫ ) + = ||x| − u ǫ ∧ |x| ≤ ǫ for any x ∈ A. For a given Banach lattice f -algebra E, one can give the following definition: a subset A of E is called a f -almost order bounded if, for any ǫ > 0, there is u ε ∈ E + such that |x| − u ǫ |x| ≤ ǫ for any x ∈ A. Similar to Proposition 3.7 [7] , we give the following work.
Proposition 2.9. Let E be a Banach lattice f -algebra. If (x α ) is f -almost order bounded and mn-converges to x, then (x α ) converges to x in norm.
Proof. Assume (x α ) is f -almost order bounded net. Then the net (|x α − x|) is also falmost order bounded. For any fixed ε > 0, there exists u ε > 0 such that
Since x α mn − − → x, we have ||x α − x|u ε → 0. Therefore, we get |x α − x ≤ ε, i.e., x α → x in norm.
Proposition 2.10. In an order continuous Banach lattice f -algebra, every f -almost order bounded mo-Cauchy net converges mn-and in norm to the same limit.
Proof. Assume a net (x α ) is f -almost order bounded and mo-Cauchy. Then the net (x α −x α ′ ) is f -almost order bounded and is mo-convergent to zero. Thus, it mn-converges to zero by order continuity. Hence, by applying Proposition 2.9, we get the net (x α − x α ′ ) converges to zero in the norm. It follows that the net (x α ) is norm Cauchy, and so it is norm convergent. As a result, we have that (x α ) mn-converges to its norm limit by Remark 1.2(ii).
The multiplication in f -algebra is mo-continuous in the following sense. − − → 0 for every u ∈ E + . Let's fix u ∈ E + and ε > 0. So, there exist indexes α 0 and β 0 such that |x α − x|u ≤ ε and |y β − y|u ≤ ε for all α ≥ α 0 and β ≥ β 0 . Next, we show the mn-convergence of (x α y β ) to xy. By considering the equality |xy| = |x||y|, we have
≤ |x α − x||y β − y|u + |y β − y|(|x|u) + |x α − x|(|y|u) .
The second and the third terms in the last inequality both order converge to zero as β → ∞ and α → ∞ respectively because of |x|u, |y|u ∈ E + , x α mn − − → x and y β mn − − → y. Now, let's show the mn-convergence of the first term of last inequality. There are two positive elements u 1 , u 2 ∈ E + such that u = u 1 u 2 because the positive element of E can be written as a multiplication of two positive elements. So, we get |x α − x||y β − y|u = (|x α − x|u 1 )(|y β − y|u 2 ) ≤ ( |x α − x|u 1 )( |y β − y|u 2 ). Therefore, we see |x α − x||y β − y|u · − − → 0. Hence, we get x α y β mn − − → xy.
We give some basic notions motivated by their analogies from vector lattice theory. Definition 2.12. Let (x α ) α∈A be a net in a Banach lattice f -algebra E. Then (1) (x α ) is said to be mn-Cauchy if the net (x α − x α ′ ) (α,α ′ )∈A×A mn-converges to 0, (2) E is called mn-complete if every mn-Cauchy net in E is mn-convergent, Proof. We show mn-continuity. Let (x α ) be an order convergent to zero net in a Banach lattice f -algebra E. Then there exists a net z β ↓ 0 in E such that, for any β there exists α β so that |x α | ≤ z β , and so x α ≤ z β for all α ≥ α β . Since z β ↓ 0, we have z β mn − − → 0, i.e., for fixed ε > 0, there is β 0 such that z β < ε for all β ≥ β 0 . Thus, there exists an index α β 0 so that x α ≤ ε for all α ≥ α β 0 . Hence, x α mn − − → 0. Theorem 2.14. Let E be an mn-complete Banach lattice f -algebra. Then the following statements are equivalent:
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Take the net 0 ≤ x α ↑≤ x in E. Then there exists a net (y β ) in E such that (y β − x α ) α,β ↓ 0; see Lemma 12.8 [2] . Thus, by applying Lemma 2.13, we have (y β − x α ) α,β mn − − → 0. Therefore, the net (x α ) is mn-Cauchy because of
(ii) ⇒ (iii) Put x α ↓ 0 in E and fix arbitrary α 0 . Thus, we have x α ≤ x α 0 for all α ≥ α 0 , and so we can get 0 ≤ (x α 0 − x α ) α≥α 0 ↑≤ x α 0 . Then it follows from (ii) that the net ( Proof. Suppose E is mn-continuous and mn-complete a Banach lattice f -algebra. For y ∈ E + , put a net 0 ≤ x α ↑≤ y in E. By applying Theorem 2.14 (ii), the net (x α ) is mn-Cauchy. Thus, there exists an element x ∈ E such that x α mn − − → x because of mncompleteness. Since x α ↑ and x α mo − − → x, it follows from Lemma 2.6 that x α ↑ x. Therefore, E is order complete.
The following proposition is an mn-version of [7, Prop.4.2] . Proposition 2.16. Let E be an mn-continuous and mn-complete Banach lattice falgebra. Then every f -almost order bounded and order Cauchy net is mn-convergent.
Proof. Let (x α ) be an f -almost order bounded o-Cauchy net. Then the net (x α − x α ′ ) is f -almost order bounded and is order convergent to zero. Since E is mn-continuous,
− − → 0. By using Proposition 2.9, we have x α − x α ′ · − − → 0. Hence, we get that (x α ) is mn-Cauchy, and so it is mn-convergent because of mn-completeness.
We now turn our attention to a topology on Banach lattice f -algebras. We show that mn-convergence in a Banach lattice f -algebra is topological. While mo-and uoconvergence need not be given by a topology, it was observed in [6] that un-convergence is topological. Motivated from that definition, we give the following. Let ε > 0 be given. For a non-zero positive vector u ∈ E + , we put V u,ε = {x ∈ E : |x|u < ε}.
Let N be the collection of all the sets of this form. We claim that N is a base of neighborhoods of zero for some Hausdorff linear topology. It is obvious that x α mn − − → 0 iff every set of N contains a tail of this net, hence the mn-convergence is the convergence induced by the mentioned topology.
We have to show that N is a base of neighborhoods of zero. To show this we apply Theorem 3.1.10 [10] . First, note that every element in N contains zero. Now, we show that for every two elements of N , their intersection is again in N . Take any two set V u 1 ,ε 1 and
For any x ∈ V u,ε , we have |x|u < ε. Thus, it follows from |x|u 1 ≤ |x|u that
Thus, we get x ∈ V u 1 ,ε 1 . By a similar way, we also have x ∈ V u 2 ,ε 2 .
It is not a hard job to see that V u,ε + V u,ε ⊆ V u,2ε , so that for each U ∈ N , there is another V ∈ N such that V + V ⊆ U . In addition, one can easily verify that for every U ∈ N and every scalar λ with |λ| ≤ 1, we have U ⊆ U . Now, we show that for each U ∈ N and each y ∈ U , there exists V ∈ N with y+V ⊆ U . Suppose y ∈ V u,ε . We should find δ > 0 and a non-zero v ∈ E + such that y + V v,δ ⊆ V u,ε . Take v := u. Hence, since y ∈ V u,ε , we have |y|u < ε. Put δ := ε − |y|u . We claim that y + V v,δ ⊆ V u,ε . Let's take x ∈ V v,δ . We show that y + x ∈ V u,ε . Consider the inuality |y + x|u ≤ |y|u + |x|u. Then we have |y + x|u ≤ |y|u + |x|u < |y|u + δ = ε.
Finally, we show that this topology is Hausdorff. It is enough to show that N = {0}. Suppose that it is not hold true, i.e., assume that 0 = x ∈ V u,ε for all non-zero u ∈ E + and for all ε > 0. In particular, take x ∈ V |x|,ε . Thus, we have |x| 2 < ε. Since ε is arbitrary, we get |x| 2 = 0, i.e., x = 0 by using Theorem 142.3 [13] ; a contradiction.
Similar to Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 [9] , we have the following two lemmas. The proofs are analogous so that we omit them. Proposition 2.19. Let E be a Banach lattice f -algebra. Then if a neighborhood of mntopology is norm bounded, then E has a strong unit.
Proof. Assume V u,ε is norm bounded for some u ∈ E + and ε > 0. By applying Lemma 2.17, we have V u,ε is contained in [−u, u] . So, by using Lemma 2.18, u is a strong unit.
Consider Example 1.3. Then we know that (I x , · ∞ ) is a Banach lattice f -algebra. I x equipped with the norm · ∞ is lattice isometric to C(K) for some compact Hausdorff space K, with x corresponding to the constant one function 1; see for example Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.6. If x is a strong unit in E then I x = E. It is easy to see that in this case · ∞ is equivalent to the original norm and E is lattice and norm isomorphic to C(K). It is easy to see that norm convergence implies mn-convergence, and so, in general, norm topology is stronger than mn-topology.
